Compliance@SCHOTT:
Anti-Corruption, Antitrust Law, Data Privacy
and Export Controls
At a Glance
> E-learning modules for awareness and systematic prevention measures in compliance
issues
> Customer:
SCHOTT AG, Compliance Office
> Target group:
The web-based training programs are compulsory for all
management-level staff members and employees who may
encounter situations involving
subjects named above.

Customer
As an international technology group
with over 125 years of experience,
SCHOTT develops and produces
special glass, materials, and cuttingedge technologies. Its key markets
include the home appliances sector,
optics, pharmaceutical packaging,
and architecture.
Each Individual is Part of the Whole
SCHOTT’s success is based on a partnership of trust with global customers
and business partners. Basic values
such as mutual respect, responsible
conduct and integrity play an
important role in the process. Moreover, compliance with legal regulations has always been SCHOTT’s
highest priority. Approximately 16,000
employees are responsible for
implementing these values at all
production sites and sales offices in 35
countries. However, only those who

are aware of compliance issues and
know the relevant legislations, provisions, and regulations are able to
contribute to the long-term success of
the company.
Compliance@SCHOTT
‘Compliance is a must, not an option.’
This is the guiding principle of the
SCHOTT
Compliance
Program,
established in the group in 2010. The
core of the program is the SCHOTT
Code of Conduct, also introduced in
2010 and published in all ‘SCHOTT
languages.’ The resulting group guidelines and measures as well as the
compliance organization are also part
of the program. They help prevent
violations of the legal and internal
company guidelines and thereby avert
damage to the company. To ensure
this, SCHOTT carries out systematic
prevention measures.

Compliance E-Learning
Many SCHOTT employees have
received classroom training courses
on anti-corruption and antitrust law in
the past. The existing training
program has been expanded to
include a compulsory online training

program for selected employees in
order to ensure ongoing competence
in these issues and enable regularly
scheduled
compliance
training
sessions. Both e-learning modules
were developed by digital spirit. They
help employees, by means of examples, exercises, and case studies, to
develop a deeper understanding of
compliance matters, critical situations, and their respective solutions.
Customization of Tried and Tested
Basic Products
Building on digital spirit’s tried and
tested e-learning programs, the basic
products were adapted to SCHOTT’s
needs as part of a customization
project. So the relevant learners
worldwide could be addressed
uniformly in a legally binding manner
at once and as appropriate to the
target group. Since the learners are
located all over the world, the
programs were produced in English,
German, and other languages.
Anti-Corruption and Antitrust Law
The
60-minute
“Anti-corruption”
training program aims to provide
employees with some insight into this
issue and to share ideas on how they
can protect themselves and SCHOTT
against corruption. International legal
norms like the UK Bribery Act and
FCPA are also discussed in the training
program. In order to be able to recognize critical situations under antitrust
law, employees examine the subject
of antitrust law in an e-learning

program,
which
lasts
approx.
75 minutes, and gain a sense of the
rules of competition. The program is
launched with a video message from
the Chief Compliance Officer at
SCHOTT, Dr. Gordon Weber.
After completing both programs,
employees will have a basic understanding of the core legislations, the
SCHOTT guidelines on preventing
corruption and the most important
principles of antitrust law. They can
also evaluate whether their behavior
has reached the legal limits and at
which point they start to move into a
grey area. They will also increase
their awareness of the potential
consequences of violations.
Neither of the e-learning programs
can replace legal advice. SCHOTT
employees are therefore required to
consult the competent Compliance
Representative and request legal support if they are unsure of a situation.
Well Received
By now over 4,000 SCHOTT employees worldwide learned about anticorruption and antitrust law through
training programs. The programs
were very well received by the
learners. This is evident in the many
constructive, positive comments on the
online tutorials.

Onward it Goes
Due to the successful cooperation
SCHOTT and digital spirit already realized three further training programs.
The employees are now trained on the
subjects “Code of conduct and
compliance”, “Export controls”, and
“Data privacy” via web-based training.

“digital spirit is a competent partner
with whom we were able to develop online training programs based
on two very well-structured basic
modules that are perfectly adapted
to SCHOTT and the regulations in
effect at our company. The positive
comments from our employees on
the format, content, and userfriendliness of the online training
programs have convinced us to
expand our SCHOTT compliance
online training program together
with digital spirit, and realization for
additional modules has already
taken place (Code of conduct &
compliance, Export controls, and
Data privacy).”
Lars Steineck, Head of the
Compliance Office at SCHOTT AG

